Iranians occupy British embassy

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Flushed by their believed cancer treatment in New York, be symbolic sense, was not regarded as that the target of their wrath, tacks for being too soft toward the affect relations between the two aires Arthur Wyatt, a student Spokesman, recited prayers to see the hostages "all evacuating all the captured compound, recited prayers to see the hostages..." Mayork Koch punched, egged; files charges
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Straus to resign to take campaign post

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Robert Straus, the ad- ministrator of the National Endowment for the Arts, is resigning to run for a seat in Congress as a Republican. Straus, a wealthy party committeeman from New York, was appointed to the $50,000 a year post in 1973 by President Nixon. After 11 years on the job, he said he will run for the House of Representatives in the fall.

Out of control

The oil tanker Norman Atlantic will probably explode if it is hooked to a collision Thursday with the Norwegian M/S Atlantic Oil leaking from the tanker is drifting toward Galveston beaches. Crows have already been unable to fly for the first time in months.

City may help UI obtain funds for arena roadway

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The U.S. trade deficit fell to a balance of payments base narrowed to $7.72 billion during the second quarter, up from $8.72 billion during the first. Exports at $253.3 billion during the second quarter, up from $244.9 billion during the first. Exports at $253.3 billion during the second quarter, up from $244.9 billion during the first.

Nursing

Begin averts abortion crisis

JVC by a TKO

VOTE TODAY! We feel that these candidates will do their best to improve the quality of life for everyone. Get out and vote for and help ensure a brighter future for our country.

Barry Peretz

District A

MARY NEUHAUSER

District C

CAROL dePROSE

At Large

At Large

At Large

At Large

At Large

Although we may not agree on everything, each of these candidates has shown a genuine concern for the human need of the people of Iowa. If you believe in a stronger, safer Iowa, in the hands of a pro-business, pro-people government, then vote for the candidates who have the experience and the vision to lead Iowa.

Brenda Lehan

At Large

Superintendent of Schools

Your vote is the key to a brighter future for Iowa. Please vote for Brenda Lehan for Iowa's next Superintendent of Schools. With her strong leadership and commitment to education, Brenda will work tirelessly to ensure every student has the opportunity to succeed. Make your voice heard and vote for Brenda Lehan.

Illinois

Washington, D.C.
City steps up program to keep snow off sidewalks.

If you don’t have snow more than you, you may find yourself in Maguire’s Court. The city is stepping up its efforts to enforce the snow removal ordinance.

Come Monday, the Iowa City Council on Monday, said, “We’re experiencing a steep increase in the number of complaints about snow removal.”

The city is considering several options to improve the situation. One possibility is to increase the number of snow plows on the streets, or to require property owners to remove snow from sidewalks within 24 hours after a storm.

The city is also considering a new ordinance that would require property owners to remove snow from sidewalks within 24 hours after a storm. This would be in addition to the existing ordinance that requires property owners to clear their sidewalks within 24 hours after a storm.

In a memorandum to the council, city manager Kucharzak said, “We appreciate the increase in snow plowing activities, but we need to see a reduction in the number of complaints about snow removal.”

According to city records, there have been 500 complaints about snow removal in the past month. Of those, 250 of them were made within 24 hours after a storm.

The council discussed ways the city could encourage property owners to remove snow from sidewalks. One suggestion was to offer property owners incentives for removing snow quickly, such as a discount on their property taxes.

The council also discussed the possibility of assigning a “sidewalk inspector” to监督 property owners to ensure that snow is being removed properly.

The council will discuss these options further at its next meeting.

Democrats favored to win elections nationwide

The Democratic Party is expected to win a majority of the nation’s governorships and legislative seats in the upcoming elections. This would be a significant victory for the party, which has been struggling nationally for several years.

The Democrats are expected to especially perform well in the suburbs and in the Rust Belt, where they have traditionally had strong support. The party is also expected to do well in urban areas and among minority voters.

In addition to winning the majority of seats, the Democrats are also expected to make significant gains in several key states. For example, they are favored to win the governorship in Wisconsin, where the current governor is widely considered to be vulnerable.

On the House and Senate levels, the Democrats are expected to gain seats in both chambers. The party is also expected to make gains in state legislatures across the country.

The Democratic Party’s success is due in part to their strong campaign efforts, which have focused on appealing to voters who feel left out by the current administration. The party has also benefited from the perceived weakness of the Republican Party, which has been struggling with内部 divisions and a lack of strong leadership.

In addition to their success at the national level, the Democrats are also expected to make gains in several key battleground states, such as Florida, Pennsylvania, and Ohio.

Overall, the Democrats are expected to make significant gains in the upcoming elections, which could provide them with the momentum they need to make further gains in the future.

Hospitals report services growth

The University Hospital and Clinics has seen an increase in patients during the 1979-80 fiscal year, according to the latest report.

The report shows that the hospital has treated an average of 25 patients per hour during the fiscal year, an increase of 15 patients per hour from the previous year.

The increase in patient traffic is due in part to the hospital’s efforts to expand its facilities and services. The hospital has recently added new departments, such as a new emergency room and a new orthopedic surgery center.

The hospital has also made an effort to improve its patient services, such as by reducing wait times and increasing the availability of doctors and nurses.

The hospital’s efforts to improve patient services have been successful, as evidenced by the increase in patient traffic. The hospital is looking forward to continuing to expand its services and improve its patient care in the future.
The price of life

Hispanic-American leaders reacted with outrage last week when Texas Judge B. S. Sterling, in defiance of an order of a Circuit Court of Appeals, refused to release the three police officers convicted of murder in the shooting of a 13-year-old Hispanic-American.

The community had been divided over the decision to grant the three police officers bail. Some felt the officers should have been released, while others believed they should have remained in custody.

The judge's decision was seen as a blow to the Hispanic-American community, which has been fighting for justice in the case for several years.

The community is now calling for a fair and impartial trial, and for the officers to be held accountable for their actions.

Leaders in the Hispanic-American community are expressing concerns about the judge's decision and calling for a fair and impartial trial. Community leaders are calling for the officers to be held accountable for their actions.

The community is now calling for a fair and impartial trial, and for the officers to be held accountable for their actions.
8 contend for 4 council seats

By RO BODDING

A total of 35,134 Iowan voters are eligible to cast ballots in Tuesday's general City Council election.

Election officials from the Johnson County Auditor's Office said the number of registered voters is 35,134.

The primary goal of a city council election is to elect candidates who will represent the interests of the voters.

In the past, Iowa has had a history of low voter turnout in city council elections.

The primary challenge for city council candidates is to campaign effectively and to get their message out to the voters.

In order to win, candidates must appeal to a wide range of voters, including those who may not normally vote in city council elections.

The Johnson County Auditor's Office said that 35,134 voters are registered to vote in the city council election.

The candidates must focus on issues that are important to voters, such as crime prevention, public safety, and economic development.

The candidates must also work to build support among voters who may not typically vote in city council elections.

In conclusion, the primary challenge for city council candidates is to campaign effectively and get their message out to the voters.

The Johnson County Auditor's Office said that 35,134 voters are registered to vote in the city council election.

The candidates must focus on issues that are important to voters, such as crime prevention, public safety, and economic development.

The candidates must also work to build support among voters who may not typically vote in city council elections.

The final election results for the city council election will be announced on Monday, November 6th.
Digging starts Thursday for I.C. sewer project

By JOE PARK
Special to the Iowan

Digging operations for the 8 million Iowa City River Dewater Sewer project, which will eventually cut through a major portion of the UI campus, are scheduled to start Thursday, according to City Engineer Joe Urban.

The 110-inch diameter sewer pipe will run between 24th Street and First Street, south to north. It will be extended to Second Street and northwest to Centre Street.

According to the plans, the operations will begin at 8 a.m. on Thursday. The design for the project calls for the sewer to be dug to a depth of about 11 feet.

The sewer will run under 24th Street, and at certain points will be driven at an angle under the street to 30-foot-deep cuts. The cuts will be made to accommodate the flow of the river.

The sewer will eventually be extended to Second Street, where it will be connected to the city's main sewer system.

The project is expected to be completed by the end of the year, and the city hopes to have the work completed by the end of the calendar year.

Good things are happening in Iowa City

"When I was elected to the City Council four years ago, downtown Iowa City was a giant parking lot, Urban renewal had been stalled for more than a dozen years."

"During that time, we were in the midst of the Great Depression, and we were trying to build a city that would be sustainable and capable of surviving in the face of economic challenges."

Iowa City is in the process of redeveloping an area in the heart of downtown, with plans to create a vibrant and walkable city center.

Galen Pritchard, the third generation of the Pritchard family, has been the driving force behind the development of the area. His goal is to create a place where people can live, work, and play.

Pritchard, along with his wife and children, has been working tirelessly to transform the area into a thriving destination.

Galen Pritchard is a visionary who is dedicated to the well-being of his community. He is a champion of sustainability and is committed to creating a cleaner, greener Iowa City.

The Pritchard family has been a part of the Iowa City community for generations. Galen's grandfather, also named Galen Pritchard, was one of the original developers of downtown Iowa City.

Today, downtown Iowa City is an exciting place. Public and private investments are working together to give our city a true sense of place.
The Irish expect bowl picture to soon become clearer

BRIAN WILLIAM

Bull Mkt.

CHUCK MITCHELL

Gloody House
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ACROSS

1. Evangelist
2. In one measure
3. Chief of police
4. 3-letter unit of weight
5. In all humility
6. To come in contact
7. Mollusk
8. To make common
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10. Adherents:
11. One-tenth:
12. A country:
13. Landlocked:
14. A bee of the Floral family
15. A roundness of the body:
16. Stilts:
17. A verb.
18. A country:
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Marathon equality—a futile race

Drew Pearson

Cowboys’ forgotten man still creating memories

DALLAS (AP) — Drew Pearson came close to being the forgotten man in 1979. He was a nearly forgotten running back in the 1979 New York Marathon. But Pearson, the former Dallas Cowboys running back, still has a strong following in New York. The Cowboys didn’t carry his name on their roster, but they did put the same effort into running. And he even added another chapter in his memory book of remarkable plays in the history of the Dallas Cowboys franchise.

Pearson, a 10-year NFL veteran, was a忘记 man on the Cowboys’ roster during the 1979 season. He was on the bench for most of the season, but when he got his chance to play, he made the most of it.

Pearson was one of the key players in the Cowboys’ 35-24 victory over the New York Giants on Thanksgiving Day. He rushed for 120 yards and scored two touchdowns, helping the Cowboys win their second straight Super Bowl.

Pearson has continued to run in marathons and半程马拉松es, and he’s still involved with the Cowboys. He now works as a scout for the team. He also runs a successful business in Dallas.
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Hayes gone: Bucks still rolling

By CLAIRE RAYMOND

"I thought he would last out the year," Woody Hayes goes on. "He is the only man in Ohio. And the Buckeyes are still rolling."

The 1978 season has been a rollercoaster ride for Buckeye fans. From the early season struggles to the late-season surge, the team has faced a number of challenges. But Woody Hayes has always been the man who has led the team to victory.

Despite the ups and downs, the Buckeyes have never been in a better position. With a conference championship and a national title within reach, the team is ready to take on the world.
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You can depend on these candidates. Your neighborhood does.

RE-ELECT
MARY NEUHAUSER
DAVID PERRET
OL dePROSSE
AND ELECT
ANN STANLEY

To Better Neighborhoods, Harold Bechtoldt, treas.

RESEARCH AND
CHANGING PRODUCTS,
WE NEED YOUR
GOOD PLASMA

Products are needed in large quantities by
our hospitals, especially in treatment of burn victims
and assuring the availability of im-
portant standard testing sera.

So, YOU CAN HELP, and earn up to:
$77 a month
or complete information call
K resoures
Blooming ton 351-0148
Appointment Hours:
Mon, Thurs, Fri 8:45-5:30
Mon & Wed 10:45-7:30

5. Bring this ad with you on your first
visit and receive $5 when you have donated 5.
(Not be combined with any other offer.)

We're Faculty, Staff
and Students
and sometimes we
don't see eye to eye
but there's one thing
we all agree on

MARY NEUHAUSER
CITY COUNCIL

Provided a strong, independent
Council and has been willing to
do the things she believes in.
Birth control. Now it's as simple as this.
in InPrint

In BOTH the competitive spirit that bids
ourselves to compete in life, we may find
ourselves competing for the same
market. However, this does not mean
we should compete in every area of
life. Instead, we should focus on
those areas where we can truly
compete. This will help us to
achieve success in those areas.
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IN ONE EAR...

Why don't you give any ethnic group a chance? I'm not sure how we can create a modern American identity without first recognizing the tongue that shaped it, and the blacks that first knew it. Of course, there are many blacks who are now speaking English as their first language, and who are proud of it. But they are the exception. The vast majority of blacks who speak English are doing so as a result of colonization and slavery. And even among those who do, the English they speak is a bastardized version of the original language. It's not surprising that they have a negative perception of it.

I recently read a book called "The Black Vernacular" by John McWhorter. He argues that the English spoken by black Americans is a dialect that has evolved independently of the English spoken by whites. He suggests that we should recognize this as a legitimate language, and that it should be taught in schools, along with other languages.

I can understand why some might be opposed to this idea. It goes against the idea that English is a universal language that all should be able to communicate in. But I think it's important to recognize the diversity of the English language, and that it should be valued for its own sake. It's not just a tool for communication, but a rich and complex cultural artifact.

I hope that we can all come to see the value in recognizing the diversity of the English language, and that we can work together to create a more inclusive society where everyone is valued for who they are, and what they bring to the table.
Folk, Rock & Disco

Takes together, side by side, these three records: The Top 20 Hits of the Year, The Very Best of the Beatles, and The Ultimate Collection of Great Rock 'n' Roll. In this comprehensive illustrated story of the Cambridge Folk band by Tom Butterfield and Stuart Bremer, the folk revue group is depicted as the essence of the underground folk scene. The picture was taken on the Boston Common, near the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The photographs were taken by Steve Marcus (Dead-Head Dragonflies, Rado's). The cover art is by Freddy Bollert. A fascinating glimpse into the world of folk music.

Pretty Pictures

Once upon a time there were two brothers who drew pretty pictures for the Magna Carta and the Latin lexicon. They never dreamed that their descriptions of the godhead and the Lord of the Rings would be sold for a small fortune. "Why don't we write and illustrate our own book?" said one brother. "Absolutely," said the other, "but it will be long and difficult." "No matter," said the first brother, "we will call it 'The Hobbit.'" And so they started writing and illustrating. The result is a sequel to "The Hobbit," called "The Lord of the Rings," which is now available in a special edition, "The Hobbit at the Zoo." The book contains more than 500 illustrations and is said to be the most expensive book ever published.

In Print

The book is not only illustrated by the Hobbits' own illustrations. Their work is accompanied by a fascinating mixture of photographs, drawings, and computer graphics. The illustrations are in black-and-white, and the text is in color. The book contains more than 100 illustrations, and is said to be the most expensive book ever published. The book is now available in a special edition, "The Hobbit at the Zoo." The book contains more than 500 illustrations and is said to be the most expensive book ever published.

In One Ear

HEAR IT LIKE THE PROS, AT AN UNHEARD-OF PRICE.
JBL'S NEW RADIANCE SERIES.

Now you can find them in a price range that's perfect for you. The Radiance Series of loudspeakers is the first JBL at-a-glance price, starting at $899.95 suggested retail.

These new JBLs are designed to reproduce music with accuracy. They have high-fidelity and high-finesse. Radiance speakers require an amplification of only 10 watts per channel, highlighting a significant amount of the music you can handle. They can handle large power from a few more wattages, but the name of the game is to reproduce music accurately and in a wide range of price ranges. The Radiance Series of loudspeakers is designed to provide the best possible sound quality, and to suit the needs of any audiophile. They are evaluated with the same rigor and care as the more expensive models, and are recommended to any audiophile who wants the best sound quality at an affordable price.

FIRST WITH THE PROS.

Y'all find JBLs in America's top recording studios.

Now you can find them in price range that's perfect for you. The Radiance Series of loudspeakers is the first JBL at-a-glance price, starting at $899.95 suggested retail.

Radiance loudspeakers come in three models: a two-way, a three-way, and a four-way with a large 12" woofer. With their great features, their appearance is classic, traditional, and easy to use. All the features are described thoroughly in this book. The Radiance Series of loudspeakers is designed by the audiophiles who designed JBL's more expensive systems and products. They are evaluated with the same rigor and care as the more expensive models, and are recommended to any audiophile who wants the best sound quality at an affordable price.
The Gorgonzola Room, Portland, Oregon

We've got two tanks of beer and a whole lot of energy. The mood is electric. You can feel it in the air. We're on fire. We're ready to rock.
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 WHICH HIGH BIAS TAPE WINS WITH MAHLER’S FOURTH SYMPHONY?

Choose eight measures of Mahler’s Fourth that are really rich in the high frequencies. The type of passage that high bias tapes are designed for:

Record it on your favorite high bias cassette, using the Chrome 90 getting. Then again on MEMORY 90 BIAS.

Now play back the tapes. We’re confident you’ll have a new favorite, MEMORY 90 BIAS is made with an exclusive ferric crystal oxide formulation. No high bias tape delivers greater high frequency fidelity with less noise, plus finer response across the entire frequency range. In short, you can’t find a high bias cassette that gives you more.

DAVID JOHANNESEN

David Johansen’s first solo album, which he toured the world in support of, is a fantastic record. But no one thought it would be a hit. The lead singer of the New York Dolls, who has always admired the music of Frank Sinatra, has always had the dream of making a jazz record. He has always had the dream of making a jazz record. He has always had the dream of making a jazz record.
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Danny Zedd

Though the Led Zeppelin's success was enormous, and the band's name and influence is all over the world, it wasn't until they released "Stairway To Heaven" that the band really broke through. The song was written by Jimmy Page and Robert Plant, and it's a classic. It's been covered by countless artists, and it's still a summertime staple.
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GIVE SOMETHING GOOD

This Christmas
Give Something Good
Something Unique, Witty, Irreverent, Entertaining, And Cheap.

Only $5.00 for a year's subscription - include the perfect gift for someone who is graduated from the young, old and the difficult.

The Coupon
Enclose check or money order only.

GALAXY

Pair Ampersand for the perfect gift. Ampersand subscriptions end December 31st. Only $5.00 for a year's subscription - include the perfect gift for someone who is graduated from the young, old and the difficult.

The Coupon
Enclose check or money order only.
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The film centers on the relationship between Christine McLean (Tatum O'Neal), a young woman who works at a department store, and her father, who is a war veteran. The film explores the themes of family, loyalty, and the challenges of growing up in a working-class neighborhood.

The story takes place in a working-class neighborhood in Philadelphia, where Christine lives with her single father and younger brother. The film captures the daily life of the characters, including their interactions with their neighbors and the struggles they face.

The film's setting is a working-class neighborhood in Philadelphia, which is depicted in a realistic and gritty manner. The film's cinematography and production design help to create a sense of place and atmosphere.

The film's narrative is told through the perspectives of the main characters, including Christine, her father, and her younger brother. The film explores the challenges of growing up in a working-class neighborhood, including the pressures of work and family responsibilities.

The film's themes include family, loyalty, and the challenges of growing up in a working-class neighborhood. The film's message is that despite the challenges, family and love can help to overcome adversity.

The film's production design is praised for its realism and attention to detail, and its cinematography is noted for its use of natural lighting and its ability to capture the mood and atmosphere of the setting.

The film's soundtrack features popular songs of the time, including a cover of the Beach Boys' hit song "Good Vibrations." The film's score is sparse and simple, with minimal use of orchestration.

The film's narrative is divided into several episodes, each one exploring a different aspect of the characters' lives. The episodes include a scene where Christine's father takes her to a boxing match, a scene where Christine's brother gets into a fight, and a scene where Christine's father takes her to a movie.

The film's most memorable scene is the one where Christine's father takes her to a boxing match. The scene is shot in a realistic and gritty manner, and the film's cinematography and production design help to create a sense of immersion.

The film is a realistic and moving portrayal of life in a working-class neighborhood. Its message is that despite the challenges, family and love can help to overcome adversity.

In conclusion, the film "Miracle" is a realistic and moving portrayal of life in a working-class neighborhood. Its themes of family, loyalty, and the challenges of growing up in a working-class neighborhood are explored through the perspectives of the main characters. The film's production design, cinematography, and soundtrack all contribute to its realism and its ability to capture the mood and atmosphere of the setting.
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AUTHOR HARRY CREWS

Swampy Lust, Blood & Guts

Harry Crews is a writer whose work is rooted in his own life experiences. His books often explore themes of violence, racism, and the human condition.

Crews was born in 1935 in the Florida Everglades, and his childhood was marked by poverty and violence. He later attended Florida State University, where he earned a degree in English. Crews' writing career began in the 1960s with his first novel, "Swampy Lust, Blood & Guts," which was published in 1974.

Crews' work has been praised for its raw honesty and its unflinching portrayal of the American South. His novels often explore the lives of characters from the lower classes, and his writing is known for its vivid descriptions of violence and sexuality.

Despite Crews' career as a writer, he faced many challenges. He institutions his writing career due to financial struggles and legal issues. Crews' books have been the subject of controversies, and his work has been banned in schools and libraries in various parts of the United States.

In 2015, Crews published his memoir, "The Southern Question," which provides a glimpse into his life and work as a writer. The memoir covers Crews' career from his early days as a struggling writer to his later years as a respected figure in the literary world.

Crews' writing has been called "troubling" and "provocative," and his work has been praised for its ability to "elevate the conversation around race and violence." Crews' legacy continues to be a significant voice in the American literary landscape.
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Is Bette Midler a Changed Woman? 
Yes... and No

BY MICHELLE KORT

When Bette Midler appears on stage for the "Night at Carnegie Hall" benefit at the Hammersmith Odeon in London, the audience is apt to sing along to "The Windmills of Your Mind." She is not known for her serious interpretation of the ballad. Instead, a glimpse of her tour bus reveals the shelves are lined with boxes of salt, pepper, and vinegar. She is a generous woman, always there to help those in need. In fact, when she learned a friend was facing financial difficulties, she offered to lend him the money if he promised to pay it back when he could. The friend never repaid the money, but Midler didn't mind. "It's not about the money," she says. "It's about the people who need it."
DeProsse vote may mean end of liberal 4-3 majority

By TOM DRURY
City Editor

In the clamor following a City Council election involving two unusually close races, Bob Vevera’s mind was wandering.

He wasn’t thinking about the two close races—won by incumbent liberals Mary Neuhauser and David Perret—but of the third race.

Carol DeProsse was soundly defeated by two conservative opponents, incumbent John Balmer and attorney Lawrence Lynch.

This is the race that broke the 4-3 liberal majority that Vevera has faced on many issues for two years. And it’s the race that has probably shifted the balance the other way.

The replacement of DeProsse by Lynch led Vevera to link ahead to the first working council session in 1980.

There, he said, he will probably propose that Melrose Court be reopened to traffic and that the city’s legal battle against the state’s alignment of Freeway 518 be dropped.

And, if Lynch is true to his campaign talk, the chances are that those proposals—none of which stands a chance until DeProsse casts her last vote—will pass.

Though Lynch maintained during his campaign that he isn’t in a new house with either side of the council, and though he has acknowledged that he will gradually move toward the center, he will almost certainly start off at the extreme end of the council.

In her defense of L.K. her father will mean a drastic about-face in city policy; they will get a hearing alignment. The Bowie bows will be broken, the conservative candidates will win.

The meeting of the council will be a meeting of two factions. The park will be sold for commercial use.

Kerns receive life sentence, no parole

By KEVIN WYMORE
Staff Writer

TIPTON — Iowa City couple Robert and Judy Kern were given mandatory sentences of life in prison without parole Tuesday for aiding in the April 14 murder of Ady Jensen.

District Court Judge James Havercamp issued the sentences after overruling defense attorney’s motions for new trials, which had been based on errors made in the trial.

Both Leon Spies, attorney for Robert Kern, and William Norton, Judy Kern’s attorney, said they will appeal the convictions to the Iowa Supreme Court.

Havercamp advised the defendants that they had 60 days from the sentencing date to file a written notice of intent to appeal.

Neither of the defendants would comment when asked if they had anything to say to the court at the time of sentencing. Judy Kern interfaith
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